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Introduction 

Balsam pear (Momordica charantia L.) 

It is difficult to judge the ripening based 
on appearance. 

Overripe fruits are distributed to retailers.

End up in the garbage 

Purpose

Develop a selection method of overripe balsam pear fruits by using the image processing technique

Method
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RGB histogramRGB histogram

Take the standard deviation of B value from Take the standard deviation of B value from histogram histogram 
in RGB color space for in RGB color space for image characteristic variablesimage characteristic variables

ColorColor of the surface of the fruit changes from dark of the surface of the fruit changes from dark 
green to yellow with an advance in maturity.green to yellow with an advance in maturity.
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CalculatingCalculating HSR (High Saturation Rate)HSR (High Saturation Rate)
１．１．ＲＧＢＲＧＢ formatformat→→ＨＳＩＨＳＩ formatformat

２．２．Extract only saturation component from a color Extract only saturation component from a color 
imageimage Optimal ripeningOptimal ripening OverripenOverripen

３．３．ThreshholdingThreshholding
g(xg(x，，y) =y) =

0 0 (Black)(Black) [  [  ｆｆ(x(x，，y)   <   200  ]y)   <   200  ]

255 (White)      [  f(x,  y)  255 (White)      [  f(x,  y)  ≧≧ 200  ]200  ]
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Number of 255 value pixelsNumber of 255 value pixels

Total number of pixels in regionTotal number of pixels in region

The change of the colour with the ripeness 

Optimal ripeningOptimal ripening OverripeOverripe

The change of The change of saturationsaturation iin boundary between the n boundary between the 
tops of two protrusions on the surface tops of two protrusions on the surface 

SSectionection of of protrusionprotrusion

boundary between boundary between 
protrusionsprotrusions

Boundary of Boundary of 
each protrusion each protrusion 
appears as a thin appears as a thin 
black shaded line black shaded line 

Boundary changes Boundary changes 
to vivid green broad to vivid green broad 
lineline
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Table  Error rate discriminant of analysis.  
 
 
  Number of 

error 
Ratio of 
error (%) 

Misjudgment optimal ripened 
as overripe fruits 

4 14 

Misjudgment overripe as 
optimal ripened fruits 

4 25 

Total 8 18 

Fig. Result of the discriminant function and the 
discrimination between optimal ripening and 
overripe fruits. 

(The errors are expressed by filling symbols.) 

The discriminant function

z = a0 + a1・x1 + a2 ・ x2

x1 : High saturation rate (HSR)

x2 : Standard deviation of B

a0=9.892, a1=-8.550, a2=-0.179

z is greater than zero for optimal ripened fruits 

z is less than zero for overripe fruit
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